COMPANY PROFILE
a company general profile

SUPPORT LOCAL INDUSTRIES WITH PRECISE EXPERTISE AND NETWORK.
DoobTech started in 2006 as an events management firm specialized in pure technical events to serve the industries in the Easter Region of Saudi Arabia. This led DoobTech to observe other needs of the market in the industry and started diversifying its services to assist the industrialized region to meet the transformations being adopted in several large corporate companies and the government toward localizing industries with high demand of these companies. In order to help in promoting localizing industries, DoobTech identified the gap between the technology holders, investors and end users, and started other divisions to facilitate this trend. Technical Consultancy Services was the first division established providing the required assistance to meet all local industries stakeholders’ expectations.

In 2008, DoobTech launched a new Consultancy Service to Local and International market called “DoobTech Consultancy Services”. This service is dedicated for Local and International manufacturers/suppliers, who would like to acquire some guidance and technical supports in qualifying their plant and products/commodity to be accepted and approved from corporate companies in the region such as Saudi Aramco, Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC), SEC & many more. With its long experience and strong relationship with these companies, DoobTech have succeeded in developing this service to support both entities in meeting their requirements. This service is a unique in its nature and new to the market where it has successfully assisted world-renowned companies in their approval process to Aramco, SABIC, SEC, & etc.

DoobTech is always committed & focused towards completely understanding and fulfilling the needs of clients with an aim to exceed customer satisfaction. We maintain seamless services performance through continually improving our systems, processes and team work as we want to be updated with this fast moving region.

VISION

“Support Local Industries with Precise Expertise & Network”.

MISSION

Provide total solutions to our customers to promote their investment from the concept to the ultimate stage of success to match and/or exceed the quality and the know-how of local and international industries.

1. We attribute our success to amature, intelligent and creative approach and by listening and understanding our clients’ requirements.

2. We have excellent communication skill-sand will build effective relationships with our clients and with your team.
3. Very high client retention highlighting our value, return on investment and dedication to each client and event.

4. We have considerable experience creating and managing complex technical requirements.

Vendor Approval Process (VAP)
This service is for Local or International manufacturers/suppliers, who would like to get some help and technical support in getting their plant and products/commodity approved from Saudi Aramco, Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (Sabic), SEC etc. We have successfully assisted world renowned companies in their approval process from Aramco, Sabic, SEC etc.

Quality Management System (QMS)
Another arena of services, DroobTech have joined hands with Quality Esnad (QE) in order to complete the VAP process to some customers where this service is required. QE Saudi Arabia is one of the leading body of consultants in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as well as in GCC Country that offers a complete range of quality management system, development, and training services in accordance with ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001,ISO 27001, OSHAS 18001, ISO 22000:2005 (HACCP), and BRC standards. Our approach is to emphasize the development of systems and procedures consistent with the current working practices, and at the same time guiding the client to implement policies and procedures in accordance with applicable International Quality Management standards.
IT Services – ERP System

The application interface is designed such that a high degree of computer proficiency is not required. The application follows a consistent pattern throughout the application with list and detail forms. Form validations are there to help user enter correct data into the system and avoid any typo or logical mistakes. Multi-lingual interface and data entry supported.

- Web-based application
- Desktop application like look and feel
- Ability to switch back and forth between windows (web-pages)
- Auto-fill default data
- Quick access to reports

Projects Support Service

DroobTech will provide its support on case by case projects varies from early stage to the completion of the projects such as, but not limited to:

- Opportunity review & Selection
- Technical Partner Selection
- Feasibility Studies.

Events Management

DroobTech is a specialized in offering events management that covers the management of conferences, seminars, training, road-shows, exhibitions, opening ceremonies and incentive programs. The “end to end” package includes the creative design of the conference or event, an efficient project process covering all logistical aspects, sponsorship marketing, and design of printed and electronic media, effective communication through a call and contact center and financial management. Clients have the option of utilizing individual aspects of the package with their allocated budget of the event.

Engineering Services

DroobTech offers total professional engineering solutions through specialized engineering services by offering innovative solid, practical and economical engineering recommendations. Engineering service is a specialist matter that requires three KEY elements; Knowledge, Experience, and Yield. DroobTech is well aware of engineering service elements throughout its various business lines and offers engineering services in the following fields:

- Opportunity review & Selection
- Technical Partner Selection
- Feasibility Studies.
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"Supporting local industries with precise expertise and network."
Equipment Engineering Services
- Energy & Performance Optimization
- Remaining Life Assessment
- Fitness for Service Analysis
- Stress Analysis
- Vibration Analysis
- Monitoring and Diagnostics
- Failure Analysis

Process Engineering Services
- Surge Analysis
- Flare Radiation Analysis
- Insulation & Refractory Evaluation
- Thermal & Hydraulic Analysis

Inspection, Testing, and NDT Services
- Relief Valve Testing
- Inspection History Evaluation
- On Stream Inspection
- On line Inspection
- NDT Technique Analysis

- Three-phase, medium and high voltage induction motors, open drip proof and totally enclosed fan cooled, squirrel cage and slip ring motors.
- Three-phase AC motors, totally enclosed fan cooled, squirrel cage, low voltage induction electric motors, explosion proof motors.
- Three-phase, synchronous motors, medium and high voltage, open drip proof and totally enclosed fan cooled.

Power transformers
- AC/AC and AC/DC drives, soft starters and panels
- Control and Switchgear (contactors, relays, fuses and motor starters)

Trading Services
- Supplying of Oil
- Supply of all kinds of Motors, Generators, Transformers etc
- Supply of Coils for your Motor needs
- Supply of various kinds of Pumps
- Supply of Refractory Materials
- Supply of Boilers
- Supply of Fired Heaters

Supporting local industries with precise expertise and network.
Al Mohamadiah Tower
King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz Rd.,
Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia

P.O. Box 38511, Dhahran 31942
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Phone: +966 3 896 0994
Fax: +966 3 865 6463
E-Mail: rashid@droobtech.com